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Page 2 article If the title seems strange to me, the better. In this essay I want to explore a few pieces of the modern spiritual landscape and suggest some of the ways in which they carry modern human geography: and all of this, I suspect, will be alarming. (Or, in any case, if I can convey what is happening successfully then it should be
worrying.) This is a preview of subscription content, login to check access. The preview cannot be displayed. Download the PDF preview. The clearest summary of Harvey's work will be found in Geopolitics of Capitalism, by Derek Gregory and John Urry (eds) Social Relations and Spatial Structures (London: Macmillan, 1985) p. 128-163.
(Many of the essays in this book are directly on the topics discussed in this chapter). CrossRefGoogle ScholarFor more details, try the essays collected together in Harvey's consciousness and the urban experience and urbanization of capital (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1985). For Doreen Massey, see her chapter with Richard Meegan in this
volume and the references given there. Google Scholar The best introduction to giddens' ideas is still, in my opinion, a modern critique of historical materialism Volume 1: Power, Property and the State (London: Macmillan, 1981). New readers should start in Chapter 3! Google ScholarGeorge Marcus and Michael Fischer, Anthropology as
Cultural Review: an experimental moment in human sciences (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986) is a necessary reading for anyone interested in the problem of the subject of description and representation. Google ScholarI have developed these ideas further in My Geographical Imagination (London: Hutchinson, upcoming).
Google Scholar1.University of British ColumbiaVancouverCanada Page 2 Arguments on geography, such as the study of areal differentiation, the spatial distribution of physical and human phenomena related to each other, were promoted as a reason for the existence of discipline in the early twentieth century. They reflected previous
conceptions of a choreographical approach to geography by Carl Sauer and, in particular, Richard Hartshorne, but while Sauer demonstrated this relationship through surveying landscapes, Hartshorne focused on studying the regions. The latter approach, which for a few decades has dominated discipline, has fallen into disrepute, as
geographers increasingly specialise in highly systematic subpams, and subsequent efforts to revive the descriptive accounts of specific regions have largely failed. The full text of this article hosted on iucr.org not available due to technical difficulties. Show all results that share these topics: and technology Earth Sciences and Geography
GO The study of the spatial distribution of natural and human phenomena related to other spatially proximal and causal related phenomena in regions or other spatial units. Along with spatial analysis and landscapes approaches, this is often seen as a of the three main approaches to understanding human geography. It is indeed the
oldest Western tradition of geographical research, identifying its beginnings in the Greek Hektaeus of Miletus and Strabo. The geographer, in Strabo's words, is the man who describes the parts of the Earth. But the description was never just a record of the different characteristics of the different regions. The purpose was to understand
those characteristics of the parts of the Earth that had the greatest political and military significance. This understanding was to wax and fade to relative importance down the years. But it never completely faded, even if revived under different circumstances and using different meanings and language. The \'classic\' era of regional
geography, to use Paul Claval\'s (1993, p. 15) phrase, was achieved in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when much of the conceptual discussion in geography was devoted to the concept of the region. Such geographers as Paul Vidal de la Blache and Alfred Hettner were leading exhibitors of regional perspectives. An
important contemporary statement of geography as areal differentiation, drawing from hettner's arguments in particular, became in Richard Hartshorne\'s The Nature of Geography (1939). This is usually thought to claim that geography has to do with how unique regions reveal the co-variance of phenomena that can only be understood
through the identification of regions. The repeated use of the term areal differentiation of Hartshorne and his stated indifference to the phenomena themselves could well lead to such an idiographic interpretation. The logic of the presentation, however, suggests that the recognition of regions requires an investigation of similarities as well
as differences in space. Consequently, the differentiation of areal concerns the determination of the degrees of similarity and the difference between regions (Agnew, 1989). Hartshorne\'s critics (mainly exhibitors of the field's spatial analysis model) accused him of seeing the sites as unique and justifying a traditional regional geography in
which the differentiation of areal dominated geography at the expense of the integration of areal\' (Haggett, 1965). This has led to the link between the diversification of regions and the specificity of regions to the detriment of attention to more extensive geographical patterns and the causes of such spatial distributions. The definition of
geography as spatial science thus removed the field from a central concern with the regions as spatial clusters of associated phenomena. In the 1980s, the diversification of inequality made something of a comeback as a central perspective on human geography. The revival is not directly linked to past discussions, such as those between
Hartshorne and his critics, nor Monolithic. Indeed, there are at least three specific spiritual positions in the revival, none of which use the same concepts or vocabulary as the others. The first comes from the thought flows collectively referred to as Geography. Their focus on the social construction of spaces, the place as a backdrop for
human action, the sense of place and the iconography of the landscape has sparked interest in the relationship between specific geographical contexts or locales and social life in general (see, for example, Tuan, 1977; Edrikin, 1990; Feld and Basso, 1996). The second source of recovery comes from an analysis of uneven growth and the
geography of investment levels often associated with the idea of a changing spatial division of labour. Rejecting the model of a geographically undifferentiated capitalism, several geographers tried to inspire in Marxist geography a concern about the union of general processes\ with special circumstances to explain spatial variations in
economic activities and prosperity (e.g. Massey, 1984; Smith, 1990). The third source of influence comes from efforts to create contextual theory in the social sciences, in which the place or region is considered geographically mediated between human service and social structure and is therefore directly involved in the production of
society (Agnew, 1987). Versions of structure theory and temporal geography have a particular influence on defining this strand of revival in the tradition of areal differentiation (see Giddens, 1984). The third part could be regarded as potentially complete by the other two, since it concerns both subjective experience and the objective
determinants of the regions. But there are significant philosophical differences between the three directions that limit the possibility of synthesis between them. (Although, for a recent wonderful attempt to engage with all three at once, see Sack, 1997.) The first direction tends to favour the human subjective experience of the place, while
the other two see the distribution of space in terms of objective socio-spatial processes with, for the third direction, a sense of place resulting from the conditions created by such processes. The second and third party company during the insistence of the second \'' on the connection of general processes with abstract and local
unpredictability with concrete (Smith, 1987). The third rejects the general's union with the abstract and the local with the concrete (see abstraction), preferring to see places and areas as frameworks in which no single geographical scale is necessarily dominant a priori in their production. Persistent dilemmas continue to limit convergence
between the elements of the revival. One is the tension between analytical and narrative ways of thinking and presentation (Sayer, 1989). Another was the general lack of attention to the multi-vector nature of the processes that produce the differentiation of the areal, with a phenomenon (e.g. new jobs, unemployment or votes for a
political party) showing a different geographical level of concentration at different times due to the changing balance of local and influences (see scale) (Agnew, 1996; Swyngedouw, 1997). This is a particular problem for those location studies that remain transfixed by the local. The last and most difficult dilemma remains how to achieve
neat boundary demarcation when the territoriality of social groups is dynamic and flows of people, goods and investment change the character of regions and places from one era to the next (e.g. McDowell, 1997). (See also choreography.) Â (JAA) Agnew Reports, J.A. 1987: Place and politics: the geographical mediation of the state and
society. London: Allen and Unwin.Â Agnew, J.A. 1989: Similarity and difference: Hartshorne\s The nature of geography and geography as a variation of areal. In J.N. Entrikin and SD Brunn, eds, Thoughts on Richard Hartshorne\s The Nature of Geography. Washington, D.C.: Union of American Geographers, 121-39.Â Agnew, J.A. 1996:
Mapping policy: how context counts in electoral geography. Political Geography 15: 129-46.Â Claval, P. 1993: Initiation C la gÃ©ography rÃ©gionalle. Paris: Nathan Publications (English translation by Ian Thompson published by Blackwell : Oxford, 1998). Â Entrikin, J.N. 1990: The between the place: towards a geography of modernity.
Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press.Â Feld, S. and Basso, K.H. 1996: Senses of place. Santa Fe, NM: School of American Research Press.Â Giddens, A. 1984: The Constitution of Society. Cambridge: Polity Press.Â Haggett, P. 1965: Location analysis in human geography. London: Edward Arnold.Â Hartshorne, R. 1939: The
Nature of Geography: a critical survey of current thinking in the light of the past. Lancaster, PA: Union of American Geographers.Â Massey, D. 1984: Spatial divisions of work: social structures and geography of production. London: Macmillan.Â McDowell, L., ed., 1997: Undo post; geographical reader. London: Edward Arnold.Â Sack, R.D.
1997: Homo geographicus: a framework for action. Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press.Â Sayer, R.A. 1989: The \'new\' regional geography and problems of storytelling. Environments and Design D: Society and Space 7: 23-76.Â Smith, N. 1987: Dangers of empirical shift: some comments on the CURS initiative. Antipode 19:



59-68.Â Smith, N. 1990: Uneven development: nature, capital, and the production of space, 2nd edn. Oxford: Blackwell.Â Swyngedouw, E. 1997: Excluding the other: the production of scale and escalated politics. In R. Lee and J. Wills, eds, Geography of economies. London: Edward Arnold, 167-76.Â Tyan, Y.-F. 1977: Place and place:
the perspective of experience. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. Suggested Reading Agnew, J., Livingstone, D.N. and Rogers, A., eds, 1996: Human geography: an essential anthology. Oxford: Blackwell, 366-512.Â Entrikin, J.N. and Brunn, SD, eds, 1989: Thoughts on Richard Hartshorne\s The Nature of Geography. D.C.:
Union of American Geographers.Â Hartshorne (1939). McDowell (1997). (1997). (1997).
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